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In the proof of Theorem 3:1, at the end of p. 184 we observe:
\The inputs of cm are both equal to 1(0), so the substring b2aaa(ab2maa) is added to
the dictionary, where the last a is prex of Ym+1. The substrings b2m+1; b2m+1a; b2(m+1);
ab2m+1 and ab2(m+1) are added by parsing the sux of Ym−1. Thus, the substrings
b2(m+1) and ab2(m+1) are in the dictionary and the rst character of Xm+1 starts a new
dictionary element."
Then, it is claimed erroneously:
\It follows that, for 16i6n, we learn the substrings b2(i) and ab2(i) by parsing Yi,
the rst character of Xi starts a new dictionary element and the parsing of Xi has the
properties shown above, even if i > m."
The error is due to the fact that the substring b2maa(ab2maa) is added to the dictio-
nary when Xm is parsed if cm outputs a 1(0). Then, let cr be the rst gate receiving
input from cm. If cr is an OR(NOT) and cm outputs a 1(0), the rst phrase of the
parsing of Xr does not have the properties of the parsing of Xi with i6m.
We modify the reduction from the circuit value problem in order to sove the problem,
by using a ternary alphabet. A string Xi is associated to each gate ci with the following
rules:
 ci INPUT gate with value 1: Xi = b2ia,
 ci INPUT gate with value 0: Xi = cb2ia,
 ci NOT having the output of cj as input: Xi = b2jaci(j)b2ia,
 ci OR gate having the outputs of cj and ck as inputs, then:
(i) cj and ck both either OR gate or INPUT gate:
Xi = b2jaci(j)b2iab2kaci(k)b2ia
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(ii) cj either OR gate or INPUT gate and ck NOT gate:
Xi = b2jaci(j)b2iacb2kaci(k)b2ia
(iii) cj and ck both NOT gate:
Xi = cb2jaci(j)b2iacb2kaci(k)b2ia
Dene Yi = ab2i−1b2i−1ab2iab2i−1ab2icb2i−1cb2i. The circuit Cn is reduced to the string
X = Y1X1Y2X2 : : : YnXn.
We can verify that, for 26i6m, when Yi is parsed the substrings
ab2i−1; b2i−1; ab2i ; ab2i−1a; b2i ; cb2i−1; cb2i are added to the dictionary and the rst char-
acter of Xi starts a new dictionary element. In fact, if ci is an INPUT gate then the
substring Xi is added to the dictionary and is equal to b2ia(cb2ia) i the input value is
1(0). Therefore, if ci is a NOT gate with input cj the substrings b2jaci(j)(b2jaci(j)−1)
and b2ia(cb2ia) are added i the output value of ci is 0(1). If ci is an OR gate the
substring b2ia is added i its output value is 1. If cm outputs a 1(0) the substring
b2maa(cb2maa) is added to the dictionary, where the last a is prex of Ym+1. The
substrings b2i−1; b2i−1a; b2(i+1); ab2i+1; ab2(i+1); cb2i+1; cb2(i+1) are added by parsing the
sux of Yi+1. Thus, the substrings b2(i+1) and cb2(i+1) are in the dictionary and the
rst character of Xi+1 starts a new dictionary element. Then, it can be claimed cor-
rectly that, for i6i6n, we learn the substrings b2(i) and cb2(i) by parsing Yi, the rst
character of Xi starts a new dictionary element and the parsing of Xi has the prop-
erties shown above, even if i > m. It follows that the circuit output is 1 i b2na is
added to the dictionary, since cn is an OR gate, that is i the pointer to the dictionary
element b2n is in the coding. Observe that the parsing of the substring Yi with i>2
provides seven dictionary elements and, since cn−1 is a NOT gate, b2n is the fth of
the elements provided by the parsing of Yn. Therefore the pointer to bn is equal to
7n − 1 + l + 2t + 4(r − 1) where l, t and r are, respectively, the number of INPUT,
NOT and OR gates. The proofs of Theorems 4:1 and 4:2 can be xed in an analogous
way.
